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The workflow

From April 2020 to March 2021, Ellora-Julie
Parekh. Director of Practice - Regulatory and ESG.
McKinsey & Co. and TSC.ai organized a global
listening tour over 25 countries, 75 companies and
98 ESG leaders, sustainability professionals, chief
risk officers, chief sustainability officers and
strategy heads.

A collaborative, global effort

Alison Dilger | Allyson Park | Ana Toni | Andrew Stevens | Antonio Castro | Antonio Meirelles | Apolinar Abel Reza Gonzalez | Assunta Napolitano Camilo | Augusto Cesar
Gomes de Oliveira | Benjamin Gatland | Beth Guedes | Bill Cooper | Brian Menell | Carolina Alonso | Cecilia Valdes Canales | Cristina Kenz | Crystal Joy Vistal | Daniel
Suarez | Dulce Victoria Venegas | Edward Ferguson | Eid Nader Charly | Fábio Ferreira Cunha | Fernando Almeida | Fernando Maceda Sandoval | Flávia Heller | Flávio
Basílio | Frederico Campos Viana | Gil Carrasquinho | Gonzalo Lopez | Gudrun Franken, Dr. | Guilherme Abreu | Herry Ginanjar | Hugo Brodie | Hugo Nogueira | Irene
Maranan | Jackson Schneider | Jacqui (Cahill) Murray | Joao Silva | John Killam | Juan Gabriel Aguiriano Nalda | Juan Pablo Corredor | Juliano Griebeler | Karine Bueno |
Kate Fernandes | Laila Pinheiro | Laney Brown | Laura-Jane Cornish | Lawrence Heim | Leandro Oliveira | Lieven Cooreman | Liliana Meija | Louis Watum | Ma. Victoria
Tan | Marco Carneiro | Marcus Courage | Maria Jose Pineda Cabrales | Maria Luisa Angeles | María Luisa Angeles Grandez | Maria Ximena Alvarez | Marie-Chantal Kaninda
| Mark van-Nieuwland | Mauricio Mussi | Mauricio Stella Mussi | Megan Willis | Michael Dillinger | Mônica Alcântara | Nadiya Deferne | Necoechea Porras Pablo David |
Neil McGowan | Olebogeng Sentsho | Patrícia Bentes | Peter Major | Rafael Gioielli | Rafaela Murat Gunzburger | Rana Adib | Richard Morgan | Rodrigo Santiago |
Rosangela Laurentina dos Santos | Sarita Severien | Sean Killam | Sheila Khama | Terry Grill | Thomas Andre | Valeria Militelli | Vicente Neto | Victoria Monreal | Walfrido
Warde | Yoko Saiki | Yulia Dobrolyubova

And special thanks to Ellora-Julie Parekh. Director of Practice - Regulatory and ESG. McKinsey & Co.
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With thanks to these ESG leaders across the globe for their passion and insights… Alberto Cepa | Alejandra Vazquez | Alexandre Americano |

Playbook Design
This Playbook focuses on the insights, needs and gaps identified
across a 6 step ESG workflow, and some of the developing
solutions to address those needs.

Contents:
ESG as a set of forces
The ESG literacy challenge
Aligning on ESG workflow
Challenges in the ESG Workflow
Purpose and the new competition for
narrative
6. Connecting the ESG narrative to key
initiative networks
7. The shift to dynamic materiality
8. Dynamic materiality enabling tech
9. Designing a taxonomy aligned ESG strategy
10.Horizon scanning the ESG universe
11. Adding science to the art of stakeholder
engagement
12.The activist opportunity
13.Managing the controversy of ESG ratings

How to
use this
play book
As few words as
needed, as
actionable as
possible.

Key take-aways

Challenges
Models
Best Practice Tips

This is a living document and will be regularly updated.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. ESG as a set of
forces

ESG opportunities

ESG leaders agree unanimously that unlike
‘CSR’ predecessors (historically more likely to
be ‘bolted on vs. baked in’ initiatives), ESG is
driving a fundamental change to the business
at every level. The tipping point has been the
pace, volume, complexity and magnitude of
external change in investment resources,
policy and consumer and employee preference.
However, the sheer volume of expert, media,
academic and business coverage on ESG can
be daunting to non-initiates.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Investor funds
Consumer perception and preference
Employee attraction and motivation
Government requirement
Simply good business practice
Reduced risk (litigation, volatility, etc.)
…

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch US Equity & Quant Strategy, MSCI ESG Research LLC, Sustainalytics, Refinitiv, FactSet, ThinkNum, US SIF, 2018 U.S.
Trust Wealth and Worth Survey
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ESG leaders found that explaining ESG
internally as a set of positive forces (vs. mere
risk mitigation) was beneficial. Forces include:

The ESG ecosystem

2. The ESG literacy
challenge

Increasingly connected and data hungry

ESG literacy across the organization
(and outside of the sustainability and
management teams) is a common ESG
leader goal.
However, the proliferation and lack of
alignment between more than 2,000+
reporting frameworks, requirements,
methodologies and protocols. with over
1,424 potential ESG performance
indicators was a clear frustration.
Most manage ESG disclosure under
GRI, SASB, IIRC, TCFD, and CDP or a
blended approach.

Acronym soup!
Reporting frameworks, requirements,
methodologies and protocols

’47
ISO

’70
FASB

’82
WRI

Mid ’21 - Value
Reporting Foundation
(SASB / IIRC merger
CRD (GRI/ SASB)
’21
US SEC ESG Converging on
Climate Risk (CSDB,
Discl.
SimplificationSASB, TCFD)
’22 - 25
’07
Act
’01
’12 ’15
’20
EU taxonomy
CDSB
IFRS
’22
’00
WEF IBC
TEEB ’11IIGCC TCFD
’19
’06 AIC
’95
SFDR
SDG ’18
’89
CDP
SASB
OPIM stakeholder disclosure
’86 Ceres’90 WBCSD’97 UNGC
PRI
’09 UNGP ’14
capitalism
CRD
IPSASB ILPA ICGN GRI
B Lab GRESB
obligations
ICRS
EU NFRD metrics
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However, the consensus is that ESG
reporting should be viewed more as a
tool to identify gaps and improve
internal processes, rather than the end
goal itself.

3. Aligning on ESG Workflow
ESG leaders typically divide the ESG workflow into 6 steps, the starting
point being the definition of the organisation’s core purpose for being.

Illustrative ESG workflow and processes.

❑ Automated, real time scanning of
business and stakeholder environment
for controversy signals

6.

Controversy Monitoring

Define
Purpose

Process

0.
❑ Set company
wide vision and
purpose
❑ Cross company
alignment and
ability to tell
the story

Select
reporting
framework

Run
Materiality
Assessment

Stakeholder
engagement

1.

2.

3.

Horizon-scanning process:
❑ Internal/ external issue
research
❑ Peer, sector and Geo
benchmarks
❑ Sector best practices
❑ Broad trend analysis

❑ Internal + external
stakeholder engagement
(Workshops, surveys,
knowledge sharing
sessions
❑ Justify process (e.g., GRI
Stakeholder engagement
Process)

❑ Select guidelines (GRI,
SASB, blended view
etc.)
❑ Monitor & assesses
standards &
frameworks evolution
❑ Understand their
materiality definitions

Validate &
collect
data

4.

❑ Plot topics on a
materiality matrix
❑ Final analysis of
stakeholder interest
and business imperative
❑ Management/ board
sign off

Press

Report
Portals

5.

Investor
community

❑ Publish
❑ Manage active Rater
request response
process
❑ Monitor passive Rater
verification
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Steps

Website

4. Challenges in the ESG Workflow
There is a high degree of consensus on
the relative complexity of each step.

Hard but manageable.
Clear gaps.

Relative complexity of process
Low

High
Hard across multiple frameworks

Illustrative ESG workflow and key challenges.

6.

 Most tools are investor focused
 The methodology is controversial
 It needs to be near real time

Controversy Monitoring
Website

Define
Purpose

Select
reporting
framework

0.

1.

Need to fine-tune &
track our narrative
 The new competition
for ‘good’
 Adaptive evolution
of the narrative

Need better ESG literacy
across the Org

Run
Materiality
Assessment

2.
Need to move from static
annual to dynamic

 Fragmentation &
 Too infrequently updated
proliferation of standards
(annual)
landscape
 Issues/ trends in constant
 Lack of standards alignment
state of flux
 Lack transparency on how
 Investors demand real-time
they measure
views

Stakeholder
engagement

3.
Need more science vs. art
 Small sample size
 Manual and timeconsuming
 Self referential

Validate &
collect
data

Press

Report
Portals

4.

5.

Hard but manageable
 Data in disparate systems
and silos
 ESG ratings data collection
is whole company, multi-BU
efforts

Investor
community

 How to provide actionable
data whilst still having a
readable public report?
 Holes in corporate data,
maintaining transparency
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Challenges

Steps

N

5. Purpose and the new competition for narrative
Sustainability is the biggest story telling opportunity for the next decade. Yet with
everyone now pushing an ESG narrative, it is a competitive play (for investment,
employees, NGO leniency, policy neutrality, media share, consumer preference, etc.) and
finding narrative ‘white space’ is difficult.
Weaving together an inspiring, clear and coherent ‘value creation and loss prevention’
company wide narrative is considered far from a solved problem.

ESG leaders stress the need for a scientific and data driven
approach to dynamically shape the ESG narrative. This needs to
support 1) real-time ‘sense making’ of external signals, 2)
benchmarking of peer group and sector narratives and initiatives,
and 3) an adaptive and dynamic mapping of the key themes, key
words and phrases.

Illustrative Narrative Tracking Framework

The business activity (Stories)
❑ Strategy – shaping sustainable
innovation practices
❑ Product – that ‘walk the talk’
❑ Risk – better frameworks to
minimize external risk
❑…

Reach and resonance
# articles, op-eds,
comments, # key
commentators or
influencers engaging
with issue,

Authority
Use of specific language/
messaging by key
individuals/ influencers, #
media requests made, #
media appearances on topic
across peer group. Emerging
policy debates, etc.

Amplification
Change in visibility of
narrative by media type,
# uses of specific
language, phrases,
hashtags, & graphics.

Sentiment
By topic, peer, geography,
stakeholder group towards
company, peer, overall
narrative and specific
topic.

Stakeholder network
analysis
Topical &
stakeholder
sentiment analysis
ESG Mission Control

ESG Narrative Dashboard
Issue risk exposure

Review, Refine, Revise

8
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The leader's narrative (Purpose)
❑ Where we’ve come from
❑ Why we can’t stay there
❑ Where we’re going
❑ How we’re going to get there

Benchmarking
Industry trends

6. Connecting the ESG narrative to
key initiative networks

Plastics ‘Clean Up’ initiatives (by group)

A narrative does not exist in isolation and ESG leaders consider it critical to connect and
align their narrative with global initiatives and themes and the stakeholder groups behind
them.

However the sheer number and complexity of initiatives makes
this difficult. One example mentioned was plastics waste and the
challenge of tracking the more than 53 global plastics waste
initiatives and dozens per country.

•

Most connected academia to
initiatives: Wageningen
University
Initiative most connected
academia: The Ocean Cleanup

The Ocean Cleanup: most wellconnected cleanup initiative to
FMCGs and academia but least
connected to NGOs. Break Free
From Plastics and Let’s Do It’s
networks can be leveraged
•
•

Global link analysis is as an important new tool to scale the
organisations finite budget and time in either a leader or fastfollower strategy.

•

Most connected recycling
company to initiatives: Veolia
Initiative most connected to
recycling companies: Break Free
From Plastics

Plastics waste initiatives (by theme)

•

•

Most connected NGO to
initiatives: Ocean Conservancy
Initiative most connected to
NGOs: Break Free From Plastics

•

•
•

Most connected FMCG to initiatives:
Unilever
Initiative most connected to FMCGs:
WWF and The Ocean Cleanup

Most connected gov’t to initiatives:
Netherlands
Initiative most connected to gov’t:
Ocean Plastics Charter
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•

7. The shift to dynamic materiality
Dynamic
Materiality Matrix

‘Sense-maker’ in chief: Expect the unexpected (and
do it proactively vs. reactively) is the post-Covid-19,
new mantra.

However, three factors complicate the materiality
assessment:

The Materiality Model: the 3 high value indicators

Proactive issue
management (High value)

❶

Competitive advantage
Degree you can continue to impact the material issue
vs. competitors

Reactive issue
management (High cost)

1. Topic convergence. Increasingly the convergence
of topics is proving a challenge to identify, understand
and adapt to. Examples include:
• Climate + environmental justice + social issues
• More vocal climate activism
• Racial justice, equity, and the inclusion agenda
2. Refresh latency. The semi/ annual definition of
materiality factors, despite issues and trends being in a
constant state of flux and the sometimes ad-hoc
reliance on BUs to report issues up the line.
3. Technology bottlenecks. The existing state of
their scanning technology is not ‘fit for ESG purpose’
and unable to deliver the real time view demanded by
both their board and the ESG investment and data
ecosystem.

❸

1
Latent/ emerging/ converging issue

❷

2
Public issue

3
Politicized issue

Value at stake
= delta value

4
Rating, Policy, Regulatory issue

Impact on business
Velocity of material issue. Degree you can alter, shape or reduce the speed of the issue

10
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ESG leaders believe that every company and industry
has a unique materiality signature that evolves over
time. Proactive management of material issues enabled
1) competitive advantage, 2) an opportunity to
understand and shape the issues; and 3) a window to
reduce the value at stake from the material issue.

8. Dynamic materiality enabling tech
ESG leaders find justifying a rigorous process and focus to be difficult for 3 main reasons:
1. Materiality definitions differ across standards (e.g., SASB, GRI, IIRC, etc.)
2. Many diverging materiality processes (e.g., internal, AA1000, GRI 4 steps, IFRS 4 steps, SASB 5 factor test, etc.).
3. Issues and trends are in a state of constant flux and an annual X – Y axis matrix plotting lacked a commonly
accepted logic.
Adding science and technology to the ‘art’ is viewed as key for the next evolution of materiality assessment to dynamic.
The opportunities are both radical external transparency (i.e., weekly updates to the company sustainability portal) and
real time strategy adaptability for the management and sustainability teams.

Illustrative dynamic materiality matrix
Volume of activity

Topical sentiment

Horizon scanning infrastructure
Social

S

G

Learn

Web

Gov’t

E

Extract

News

3rd party
Co. Reports
Creative data
Expert

NGO

Benchmarking

Stakeholder network
analysis
Sentiment

Material Topics
for Focus

Topics to
Monitor

Topics for
Awareness
Impact on business
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ESG Topic Universe

Influence on stakeholder assessment

Anatomy of a dynamic materiality schema

Change in
direction over
time

9. Designing a taxonomy aligned ESG strategy
Despite current moves towards standards / reporting convergence (Converging on Climate Risk- CSDB + SASB + TCFD, the
Value Reporting Foundation- SASB / IIRC merger), ESG leaders don’t expect a simple one size-fits-all solution anytime soon.
Rather their focus is to maintain a wide lens that maps universal standards to sector, common themes, categories and topical
focus.

Comparing Apples to Oranges
Taxonomy mapping across key standards provides harmonized tracking of performance

ESG Horizon scanning model
A strategic blueprint of material issues

1.1 Climate Change

Environment

1.2 Sustainability

1.3 Biodiversity and Water
2.1 Health & Safety

2.2 Employee Standards

Social

2.3 Community Responsibility

2.4 Human Rights

3.1 Leadership & Management Structure

3.2 Business Innovation & Performance

Governance
3.3 Outside Activities

3.4 Business Ethics

Category
1.1.1 Air Quality
305. Emissions
1.1.2 Compliance with Environmental Regulations
302. Energy
1.1.3 Energy Management
307. Environmental Compliance
1.1.4 Fuel Management
301. Materials
1.1.5 GHG Emissions
1.2.1 Environmental Impacts on Assets and Operations 308. Supplier Environmental Assessment
1.2.2 Supplier Environmental Assessment
1.2.3 Environmental Business Development
1.2.4 Evaluation of Environmental KPI
1.2.5 Lifecycle Impacts of Products and Services
1.2.6 Product Packaging
1.2.7 Product Quality and Safety
1.2.8 Responsible Consumption and Production
1.3.1 Biodiversity Impacts
304. Biodiversity
1.3.2 Water and Wastewater Management
306. Effluents & Waste
1.3.3 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management
303. Water and Effluents
2.1.1 Health & Safety
403. Occupational Health and Safety
2.2.1 Fair Labour Practices
405. Diversity and Equal Opportunity
2.2.2 Labour/ Management Relations
401. Employment
2.2.3 Training and Education
409. Forced Labour or Compulsory Labour
2.2.4 Diversity and Equal Opportunity
402. Labour/Management Relations
2.2.5 Compensation and Benefits
404. Training & Education
2.2.6 Recruitment, Development, and Retention
2.3.1 Access & Affordability
416. Customer Health and Safety
2.3.2 Customer Health and Safety
418. Customer Privacy
2.3.3 Customer Privacy
413. Local Communities
2.3.4 Fair Disclosure and Labelling
417. Marketing and Labelling
2.3.5 Fair Marketing and Advertising
419. Socioeconomic Compliance
2.3.6 Local Communities
2.3.7 Social Impacts on Assets and Operations
2.4.1 Child Labour
408. Child Labour
2.4.2 Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining407. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
2.4.3 Human Rights
412. Human Rights Assessment
2.4.4 Non-Discrimination
406. Non-Discrimination
2.4.5 Rights of Indigenous Peoples
411. Rights of Indigenous Peoples
3.1.1 Audit Integrity and Internal Control Risks
410 Security Practices
3.1.2 Board Leadership
3.1.3 Protection of Shareholder Rights
3.1.4 Systemic Risk Management
3.2.1 Economic Performance
201. Economic Performance
3.2.2 Industry, Innovation & Infrastructure
202. Market Presence
3.2.3 Market Prescence
3.3.1 Indirect Economic Impacts
203. Indirect Economic Impacts
3.3.2 Partnerships
415. Public Policy
3.3.3 Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions
3.3.4 Transparency
3.4.1 Anti-Corruption Policies
205. Anti-Corruption
3.4.2 Anti-Competitive Behaviour
206. Anti-Competitive Behaviour
3.4.3 Business Ethics and Transparency of Payments 204. Procurement Practices
3.4.4 Regulatory Capture and Political Influence
414. Supplier Social Assessment

Air Quality
Energy Management
Fuel Management
GHG Emissions
Environmental Impacts on Assets and Operations
Lifecycle Impacts of Products and Services
Materials Sourcing
Product Packaging
Product Quality & Safety
Supply Chain Management

Biodiversity Impacts
Waste & Hazardous Materials Management
Water & Wastewater Management
Employee Health, Safety, and Wellbeing
Compensation and Benefits
Diversity and Inclusion
Fair Labour Practices
Labour Relations
Recruitment, Development, and Retention
Data Security &Customer Privacy
Fair Disclosure & Labelling
Fair Marketing & Advertising
Social Impacts On Assets and Operations

Human Rights and Community Relations

7. Renewable Energy
11. Sustainable Cities & Communities
12. Responsible Consumption & Production

ESG Topic Universe

Horizon Scanning

14. Life Below Water
15. Life on Land

5. Gender Equality
4. Quality Education

8. Decent Work & Economic Growth

E
S

G

1. No Poverty
2. No Hunger
10. Reduced Inequalities

Accident & Safety Management
Systemic Risk Management

9. Innovation & Infrastructure

17. Partnerships for the Goals
16. Peace, Justice, & Strong Institutions

Business Ethics & Transparency of Payments
Competitive Behaviour
Regulatory Capture & Political Influence

12
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Theme

10. Horizon scanning the ESG universe
ESG leaders stress the need for this ESG taxonomy to be connected to real time horizon scanning
infrastructure to reduce bias, ensure source diversity and ensure update frequency.

Illustrative SASB horizon scanning model

Illustrative UN SDG horizon scanning model
(mining sector)
Each segment contains 100’s
of key words and synonyms
that review all source signals in
real time across multiple
languages

Social
News

Mining
impact

SDG

Expert data

Creative data
collection

S

Gov’t data
Web

G

E

3rd party data
providers

NGO/ activist
sources
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Co. Reports

11. Adding science to the art of
stakeholder engagement

Topic 1

Taking a global pulse:
of stakeholder interest,
Topic 2
sentiment and activity
by material topic

Stakeholder capitalism is the buzz word, pushed by The Business
Roundtable Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation. [“We commit
to […] deliver value to all of stakeholders”], The World Economic
Forum in Davos. [Urging the move to the model of “stakeholder
capitalism”], and of course Larry Fink, head of BlackRock, the world’s
largest asset manager [“committed to embracing purpose and serving
all stakeholders.”].

There are common challenges to all:
• Small sample size
• Very manual, time consuming and
expensive (face-to-face, focus
groups, interview, calls, townhalls,
online, phone and App surveys
• Selection bias - speaking to those
you know and those that will speak
to you back
ESG leaders highlight several
strategies to address these challenges.

Gap Finder (i.e. who
peers engage):
Benchmarks number,
breadth and process of
engagement over top
peer group

Visualisation:
Key topics and
concerns by category,
region, Geo, etc

GRI Process and common challenges
GRI 102-40. Sustainability Reporting Process for Stakeholder Engagement
BENCHMARKING &
GAP ANALYSIS
REGARDING
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

• Assess peers
and best
practices
regarding
stakeholder
engagement
• Identify gaps vs
peers/ best
practices and
establish what is
needed to close
the gaps

IDENTIFICATION &
PRIORITISATION
OF
STAKEHOLDER
GROUPS

• Identify full list
of internal and
external
stakeholder
groups
• Define
prioritisation
criteria
• Analyse and
prioritise
stakeholder
groups

DESIGN
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
PLAN

• What to ask? –
based on
specific
objectives of
engagement
with different
stakeholder
groups
• How to ask? –
defining
methods and
communication
issues

A rigorous and defensible identification
methodology: that meets GRI inclusiveness
requirements, ranking value at stake by issue and
stakeholder grouping using multiple research
channels (Web, media, internal, NGO reviews,
Industry reports, etc

PERFORM
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

COLLECT,
ANALYSE
INFORMATION

• Use existing
• Collect & analyse
stakeholder
information on
engagement
key topics and
performed by the
concerns raised
company
by stakeholders
• Develop ad-hoc
•
Share the results
engagement
with internal
activities,
functions, to
implemented
assess any
specifically for the
company actions
purpose of the
needed and how
report
to revert back to
• Document the
stakeholders
process

14
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However, ESG leaders generally agree their existing processes needed
to involve more stakeholders, more frequently, both to align the
company strategy to stakeholder expectations and as a key
requirement in preparing the sustainability report.

Topic 3

12. The activist opportunity
ESG leaders consider that those stakeholders who do not
answer surveys or do not want to provide feedback can
sometimes be one of the most valuable sources of input.

Chief among these stakeholder groups are activists. Rather than avoidance, the
language of crisis and of activism can be mapped and tracked to monitor the companies
degree of alignment (or lack of) to enable a rapid, proactive course correction or
justifiable response. The consensus is that though disagreement may be inevitable on
some strategies, a shared value model (below) allows activists groups to feel they are
being listened to and can collaborate where it aligns to their interests.

Activist ecosystem
mapping

Shared Value Model
Illustrative example: Big Oil working with Greenpeace

Accidents, activism, compliance
breaches, defects, criminal, disasters, environmental,
illnesses, investigations, lawsuit, losses, negligence,
pandemics, violations, rumours, scandals, sexual impropriety,

Big Oil Co.
Vision

Greenpeace

Be best Big Oil Co.

sudden management change, terrorism

Save the planet

No room for agreement

occupy, fight, surprise, raid, action, storm, block, stop, blockade,
banner, defend, Gherao, rights, encirclement, filibuster, movements,
dump, shock, solidarity, stage, rally, target, resist, siege, march, crush,

Monitor corpus of
barricade, express,language,
flash mob, escalate,
boycott, petition, break,
tools,
pressure, strike, distract, unrest, terror, vigil, impact, agitate, change, risk,
tactics,
purge, disobey, stand,
sit-in,campaigns,
radical, lead, lock, power, purge,
picket, noise, banner, warning,
coalition,
protest, showing, destruction,
methods and
Activism, rebellion, trigger, damage, agitate, poison, control, anarchy,
counter, protest and eco-terrorism,
training, presentation, proof, induction,
strategies
obstruct, drill, security, media-jack, infiltrate, heat, arrest, jam,

S

G

issue, dissent, jib, stand firm, defy, refuse,

shut-down, differ,

disagree, refuse, reject, declare, resist, complain, objection, dissent,
withstand, proclaim, defy, outcry,
denounce, join, truth

Strategy

Tactics

🗶 Drill more
Sustainable ESG criteria
Minimise oil pollution

✓
✓

Opportunity zone
Engagement zone

🗶 Stop big oil
🗶 Run campaigns
Minimise oil pollution

✓

joint environmental study
✓ Run
Joint
to protect wild bird colony
✓ Agreedprogram
‘no-drill’ zones
✓
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E

picket-line, Picketing, Staging, public protest, march, Display,
Explanation, discrimination, Show, proof, hide, Concealment, complain,
display, exhibit, manifestation, political, show, attestation, confirmation,
corroboration, evidence, Truth, admission, testament, testimony, show,
manifestation, demo, Robin Hood, police, outcry, anger, refuse, outrage,
baulk, reject, stand, disagree, resist, hold out, fend, withstand, balk, take

Some alignment

13. Managing the controversy of ESG ratings
ESG controversy rating are… controversial. ESG leaders consider existing controversy ratings systems to be flawed and that their own monitoring systems
struggle to maintain a ‘wide lens’ on the many thematic, topical and sub-issues and the linkages between them. Materiality blind spots and bad news matter far
more than good given their ‘long tail’ impact on share price and persistence of a negative score even after successful issue resolution.

Illustrative controversy research process, criticisms and company response strategy

Rating
provider
process

Common
criticisms

Company
strategy

Research & Dialogue

Quality Assurance

Company Verification

Global media, annual reports,
company websites, NGOs,
Stock exchange filings, CSR
reports and stakeholder source
monitoring.

Fact check with companies and Peer review and quality
stakeholders and to validate
control by thematic experts.
company claims.

Company prepublication review and
opportunity to confirm
or supplement facts.

Delay. Scores reflect backward
looking, bad news that have
already hit the newswires, or
even long since passed, rather
than flagging companies at
risk of becoming embroiled in
a scandal.

Rigor. Many raters do not have the time or
resources to invest in on the ground research
and dialogue.

Know before. Wide scanning
across the business and sector
using AI and NLP to ‘spot’ the
signal first.

Radical transparency. Self-alert the investment community and open the doors to
reviewers to explain what is really happening under the surface; how deep or broad the
issues are, whether they are getting worse or being resolved.

Transparency. Regarding score creation
given the closed-box methodologies.

Report Update
Dynamic updates on reported
controversy and scheduled
review.

Lack of consistency. Between rater
scores (i.e. MSCI and ISS).
Delayed reward for taking action
e.g., MSCI scores require a company
to post a clean slate (zero
controversies) for at least two years
before resetting its score.
Proactive communication. To the
investment community on the why,
what, where and how of the
controversy and proposed resolution.
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Controversy signal

Thank you!
Next steps:
✓ Sign up for the next ESG leader roundtable
with the authors on Linked In
✓ Connect
- Terence Lyons, CEO, TSC.ai (link)
Request a Playbook Workshop with TSC ESG experts
Get a ‘State of ESG Tech’ Briefing

Today’s ESG forecast…
looks good.

Contact info@tsc.ai
Who’s who?

Coalitions

Connections
Insights

About TSC.ai
TSC is a global leader in AI driven ESG software and
data. We work with many of the largest corporations
on the planet in more than 104 countries.

Positions
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✓
✓

ESG Mission control

